Abstract: Functional neuroimaging measures how the brain responds to complex stimuli. However, sample sizes are modest compared to the vast numbers of parameters to be estimated, noise is substantial, and stimuli are high-dimensional. Hence, direct estimates are inherently imprecise and call for regularization. We compare a suite of approaches which regularize via shrinkage: ridge regression, the elastic net (a generalization of ridge regression and the lasso), and a hierarchical Bayesian model based on smallarea estimation (SAE) ideas. We draw out the penalized-optimization and the Bayesian interpretation of these techniques, and the way SAE borrows strength from related areas to make estimates more precise. We contrast regularization by shrinkage with regularization by spatial smoothing, and combinations of smoothing and shrinkage. All methods are tested on functional magnetic resonance imaging data from a reading comprehension experiment, for both predicting neural response to stimuli and decoding stimuli from responses. Surprisingly, all the regularization methods work equally well, suggesting that beating basic smoothing and shrinkage will take not just clever methods, but careful modeling.
Introduction
A major goal of functional brain imaging is to relate activity levels in various parts of the brains to differences in stimuli. Typical experiments measure activity in tens of thousands of volume elements (voxels) within the brain, over at most hundreds of time steps, while realistic stimuli vary on hundreds or thousands of dimensions. Moreover, neuroscientists want to study heterogeneity across the brain in responses to stimuli, discounting noisy variations. Taking each voxel on its own, estimates of response functions are inherently imprecise due to the level of the noise and the high dimensionality of the problem. Commonly, such estimation problems are addressed by regularization, especially shrinking estimates towards a reference value (e.g., 0).
Motivated by experiments on the neural organization of reading (Mitchell et al., 2008; Sudre et al., 2012) , we compare and contrast three shrinkage methods for linear models: ridge regression; the elastic net, which generalizes both ridge and the lasso; and a hierarchical Bayesian (HB) model, developed for small-area estimation (SAE). Ridge regression, lasso and the elastic net exemplify modern high-dimensional frequentist statistics, based on penalized optimization. The SAE model is an instance of the Bayesian approach increasingly used in neuroscience (Genovese, 2000; Lee et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013) , where a hierarchical process generates the parameters. We contrast pure shrinkage methods with the combination of shrinkage and spatial smoothing, developing a novel decision-theoretic method for smoothed SAE in the spirit of Louis (1984) and Datta et al. (2011) . We also try regularizing ordinary least squares (OLS) without shrinkage, instead smoothing the OLS estimates over space. Surprisingly, despite the very different rationales and inner workings of the three methods, they give very similar out-of-sample performance in a challenging reading-comprehension experiment, described in §1.2. All three achieve low mean-squared-errors in predicting neural responses to stimuli, and high accuracy in classifying novel stimuli based on neural response ( §3.3). The parameter estimates are similar, especially for ridge and SAE (a connection we explain in §2.4). The near-equivalence of the three methods means that choices between them must be based on considerations such as computational cost ( §4.2) and/or biological plausibility. Improving on these outcomes will come from better biological modeling, not more clever general-purpose statistical methods.
Motivation
Cognitive neuroscientists use functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to study how the brain implements cognition. FMRI specifically measures hemodynamic response, the change in blood oxygen levels after neural activity, as a proxy for information processing (though see Logothetis 2008) . Most fMRI studies smooth voxels spatially to reduce noise but then do separate univariate analyses of each voxel (Ashby, 2011, Chapter 5) . Typically, a few experimental conditions are repeated. Since the hemodynamic response has a high time latency, peaking about six seconds after stimulus onset, the time course of these conditions is convolved with an appropriate model of the hemodynamic function, resulting in a small set of covariates. These resulting covariates are regressed against brain activity and for each condition, voxels with statistically significant parameters are conjectured to be involved in processing the stimulus. The focus on statistical significance, and the fact that there are usually more points than covariates, explains the popularity of unregularized OLS (Ashby, 2011, Chapter 5) . Spatial information is not often utilized, but region information is sometimes used to threshold significance maps, searching for contiguous blobs of significant voxels (Smith, 2004) . More recently, multivariate pattern analysis has used information from multiple voxels to decode underlying cognitive states. In these discriminative models, fMRI images are fed as input to a classifier, which attempts to "reverse infer" the stimulus or the state of the brain. Some of these methods, especially discriminative Bayesian models, take advantage of the spatial smoothness of the fMRI image (Norman et al., 2006; Pereira, Mitchell and Botvinick, 2009; Park et al., 2013) . Our interest, however, lies in generative models that can both predict the fMRI images that arise in response to new stimuli and decode stimuli from responses. Discriminative models can only decode. Generative models aim for a more complete picture of neural dynamics (Naselaris et al., 2011) .
Neuroscience Task Description
We used the fMRI data from Mitchell et al. (2008) 1 from nine native English speakers, scanned while they looked at word-picture combinations. The goal was to relate activity across the brain to attributes of the words and pictures viewed. More specifically, the stimuli were sixty concrete nouns (e.g. apple, car, . . . ) accompanied by a black-and-white line drawing of the corresponding object. Each word was presented 6 times throughout the experiment. In this dataset, the latency of the hemodynamic response is accounted for by averaging the activity acquired between 4 and 8 seconds after stimulus onset, resulting in a single brain image per repetition. FMRI images were acquired with a resolution of 3.125mm×3.125mm×6mm voxels, and every subject's data contains about 23000 voxels. The subjects' brains are morphed into the same anatomical space, though without exact overlap because of anatomical differences. These voxels are divided into 90 Regions of Interest (ROIs) which the literature has established as being anatomically and functionally distinct (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) .
The 90 pre-defined ROIs vary greatly in size, from about 20 to about 800 voxels. For ROIs covering a large volume of the brain, the spatial smoothness we hope to exploit will be washed out. To counter this, and make the sizes more uniform, we divided ROIs that had more than 200 voxels in half along their largest dimension (x, y or z coordinate), repeating as necessary until all regions had 200 voxels or less. After this pre-processing, we have a total of 191 regions.
We obtained a set of 229 features of these sixty words, described in detail in Sudre et al. (2012) . The values of all 229 features are ratings from 1 to 5. 218 of these were median scores of at least three responders on Mechanical Turk and correspond to the semantic properties of the objects (e.g. "Is it manmade?", "Can I hold it in one hand?"). The other eleven were manually labeled by researchers and correspond to perceptual properties of the visual stimuli (e.g. "amount of white pixels on the screen", "2D aspect ratio"). We decided to select only the eleven features related to the visual properties stimuli because apart from being less noisy (manually labeled by researchers), they also present a consistent and somewhat complete feature set whose processing is well understood neurobiologically (Shepherd, 1994) . To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we average all the repetitions of every word, reducing our sample size to sixty. In summary, the dataset consists of sixty words, represented by eleven features each, and their associated average voxel activity.
In most fMRI classification experiments, classifiers are used to differentiate between categorical conditions, by training on samples from each condition and then testing on held-out samples (Poldrack, 2008; Pereira, Mitchell and Botvinick, 2009; Yarkoni et al., 2011) . Such "tailored" classifiers can be very accurate for the particular conditions they were trained on, but by construction they cannot handle previously-unseen conditions. To generalize to new conditions, we utilize the zero-shot classification method (Palatucci et al., 2009 ), adapted to our neural prediction task. We represent the input data in an intermediate feature space and predict the neural response, then work backwards to decode the stimulus. (For more details see §3.1.)
In Mitchell et al. (2008) , the neural response to reading a word is modeled as a linear combination of the word's properties. There is little biological basis for a linear model, but any smooth model can be locally approximated by a linear regression over a sufficiently small domain, and the range of the feature variables here is fairly small. Plotting actual responses against linear fits shows that the latter are indeed reasonable in these experiments (Figure 2 ). Hence, we explore multiple ways of regularizing linear models.
Methods
In any linear model, the response y v of voxel v to stimulus x will be a linear combination of stimuli features, y v = x T β v + v , where β v is the regression coefficient vector of v and v is mean-zero noise, with variance σ 2 v . Define the residual sum of squares to be
OLS estimates β v by minimizing the in-sample RSS, resulting
All the methods we consider modify the OLS estimate to make it more stable.
Spatial Smoothing
Neuroimaging data is extremely noisy, where estimates typically have high variance, even after shrinkage. Much of the noise is at high spatial frequencies (Ashby, 2011, Chapter 4) , and spatial smoothing can help reduce variance. If nearby voxels tend to share activation patterns, averaging should cancel out noise but maintain signal. We propose two kinds of simple spatial smoothing. Nearest-neighbour voxel-level smoothing Here, we replace every voxel by the local average of its nearby voxels. Lacking more anatomically-based metrics, we define "nearness" using the standard p distances,
When p = 2, this is simply Euclidean distance and the p ball around a voxel contains all other voxels whose centers fall within the given radius; when p = 1, however, the p ball is a tetrahedral pyramid. We pick a smoothing range or radius separately for each voxel by cross-validation, and replace its value by the average over all voxels within the p ball 2 Region-of-interest area-level smoothing We formulate an optimization approach to smoothing the regression coefficients β := {β v } v∈A , minimizing the weighted squared variation between coefficients of voxels in the same ROI A.
(In the Bayesian setting, these are the voxel-wise Bayes estimates.) Specifically, definẽ
where γ is a penalty factor, and q is a similarity matrix. Putting q ij = 1 if i, j ∈ A, leads to more uniform smoothing. However, using
where d is Euclidean distance between voxels and h is a bandwidth, allows nearer voxels to be more influential. Since i,j∈A q ij δ i − δ j 2 2 = δ Ωδ for suitable Ω (Lemma 1 in Appendix F), Theorem 1 in Appendix E gives
We used cross-validation to pick γ and h. We elaborate on our this smoothing method in Appendix E.
Smoothed OLS
The simplest approach to regularizing OLS is to average OLS estimates from neighboring voxels. Biologically, nearby voxels should respond similarly to stimuli, for two reasons. One is that many areas of the brain are known to have regular spatial organization in their responses to stimuli (Shepherd, 1994) . The other is that voxel divisions are anatomically arbitrary, so they will sub-divide and cut across functional brain boundaries. All voxels which partly include the same functional brain region will share an unobserved variance component, and be correlated in their responses. Mathematically, smoothing β v is equivalent to smoothing y v , since OLS estimates are linear in y v . Using nearest-neighbor smoothing as described in §2.1, we treat the radius r of averaging as a tuning parameter, chosen by cross-validation. We allow r to take values 0, 1, 2, 3, with r = 0 being no averaging. For each voxel, we chose the best neighborhood S 
Smoothing the activity spatially is a usual preprocessing step in fMRI that done on the entire brain to reduce the amount of noise (Ashburner et al., 2008) . In our application, this produces results quite comparable to regularization methods such as ridge regression, as seen in §3.
Ridge Regression and the Elastic Net
Ridge regression stabilizes OLS estimates by adding a penalty term (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) . Specifically, the ridge estimator solveŝ
Equivalently, β v is constrained to be small, β v 2 2 ≤ c. The tuning parameter λ v controls the degree of regularization. The ridge approach has often been used for neuroimaging (for example, Mitchell et al. (2008) ), but always, to our knowledge, with the same λ for all voxels. In §3, we show that tuning λ at the voxel level greatly improves classification and prediction.
It is well-known (Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001 ) that ridge regression also has a Bayesian interpretation as the problem in (1) can be viewed as
That is, ridge regression is the posterior mode of imposing a Gaussian prior on the regression coefficients, with prior precision λ. The solution to (1) and (2) has a closed form,β
. An important generalization of ridge regression is the elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005) , which adds an L 1 penalty to ridge's L 2 penalty:
Setting λ 1 = 0 gives back ridge regression and λ 2 = 0 gives a pure lasso penalty (Tibshirani, 1996) . The L 1 penalty makesβ EN sparse, shrinking coefficients on superfluous variables to zero, while the L 2 penalty alone favors small but non-zero coefficients. Again, previous neuroimaging studies usually set λ 1 , λ 2 globally, but we show improved performance by varying them across voxels ( §3). We employ cross-validation to find the best (λ 1v , λ 2v ), using the glmnet MATLAB package (Friedman et al., 2010 ) to fit the model.
As shown by Kyung et al. (2010) , the elastic net can be viewed as a hierarchical Bayesian model, where β v is a gamma-scale mixture of Gaussians:
where
Small-Area Estimation
Small area methods are appealing in that areas with more uncertainty borrow strength from surrounding areas (Rao, 2003 ) (at the ROI-level), with a corresponding voxel-level effect. Biologically, it is plausible that voxels within the same anatomical ROI respond similarly (though not identically) to stimuli. Penalization methods, such as the elastic net, make estimates of regression coefficients more precise via stabilization but do not pool information from related voxels. Spatial smoothing of OLS estimates, while a form of pooling, is crude and naive. Hence, we turn to SAE for regularization methods which incorporate ROI-level effects, without completely pooling within ROIs.
While not traditional in neuroscience, SAE is well known to be effective at shrinkage when there are multiple regions, here ROIs (Pfeffermann, 2013) . We investigate how incorporating variance components at both the voxel-and the ROI-level can enhance predictive inference. Furthermore, we introduce spatial smoothing and clustering into SAE, developing new methods (Appendix E) and applying these to fMRI data.
As in §1.2, we model the activity y v in a voxel v as a linear combination of the stimulus features X:
where A(v) is the ROI containing voxel v, u a is a coefficient vector common to all voxels in area a and z v is the coefficient vector specific to voxel v. We have
, where a, b, c, d, e, and f are known hyperparameters, and IG(shape, scale) is the inverse gamma distribution. The full conditional distributions of all parameters are straightforward (Appendix A), so the model can be estimated effectively using partially parallelized Gibbs sampling.
Experiments and Results

Evaluation Criteria
We evaluate both forward and reverse inferences (from stimuli to neural response and vice versa) with nested 10-fold cross-validation. A random 10% of the data is held for validation. Within the other 90%, 80% is randomly selected as training data, and 10% as a testing set. Tuning parameters are selected using the testing set, in an inner loop, and their out-of-sample performance is reported using the validation set. Thus, the tuning parameters never adapt to the validation set, and we report valid estimates of out-of-sample performance.
"Reverse" Classification Reverse inference (from neural response to stimuli) is done with a classification task. Given one held out brain image corresponding to a word (unseen by the model) and two possible labels for it (the correct word and another unseen word), we assign the held out image the more likely word. This is done by using the learned parameters in an indirect fashion: from the intermediate features of each word label, we predict the observed fMRI image. The distance between the two predictions and the real image are computed by weighing each voxel by the inverse of its rank in the set of all voxels in terms of predictive ability. This predictive ability is obtained by cross-validating over the training set and performing the word-classification experiment using only the current voxel's data and computing the voxel's average classification accuracy. After the distance of the two whole-brain images is computed, the word with the closest prediction is chosen. Chance performance for this balanced binary task is 50%. We perform the entire brain classification for each subject independently and obtain an average accuracy. This experiment can also be performed at the individual voxel level and an accuracy can be computed for each voxel in the brain. We illustrate subject 1's per voxel accuracy under ridge (Figure 1 ). Future brain plots show only one slice (fourth row, first column). "Forward" Predictions Forward inferences are done by predicting the out of sample images, computing the residual sum of squares (RSS) of each voxel and normalizing by the total sum of squares. We can then look at the change in the distribution of the RRS. In Figure 6 , we include brain plots of these measures, as well as plots of the RSS on in-sample data for comparison.
Model Checking
The most important assumption of our models is the linearity of voxel activity as a function of stimulus features. If this holds, actual and predicted activities should themselves be linearly related. Figure 2 shows that this holds tolerably. In the absence of a neurobiologically-grounded alternative, or enough data to make nonparametric estimates practical, we thus stay with the reasonable, and computationally cheap, linear model.
The standard errors of parameters estimated under regularization and crossvalidation are smaller than direct OLS standard errors (see Figure 3 and Appendix C). This confirms that our problem is one of small area estimation, and that regularization is appropriate.
The Gibbs sampler exhibited little change in estimates or performance when varying α and β over and order of magnitude. Posterior predictive simulations (Appendix D) indicated that if the SAE model was well specified it should out-predict ridge. Since this is not the case with the data, this suggests model misspecification.
Fig 2: Scatter plots of true activity versus predicted activity using ridge regression for in-sample data (left) and out-of-sample data (right) for 1000 voxels picked at random from the set of voxels with good classification accuracy (greater than 60%). Figure 4 shows the classification accuracy of our competing methods, with and without smoothing. All accuracies were assessed out of sample, using the nested cross-validation scheme from §3.1. All the methods performed much better than the chance rate of 50%, but the differences between methods are negligible, and certainly smaller than the fold-to-fold variability of cross-validation. (Ridge is slightly more accurate.)
Accuracy and MSE
Since the elastic net model is an extension to the ridge model, it is not surprising that they both perform the same. More surprising is the similarity between the ridge and the small area model, a fact we discuss in §4.1. Even more surprising, was the OLS performance compared with the other methods. Because the classification procedure depends mostly on the "good" voxels, the similarity between OLS and the other methods is explained by the low regularization these models perform on "good voxels" (shown in detail in Figure 6 ). OLS does not shrink noisy voxels where it suffers in prediction. This can be effectively solved by spatial smoothing as shown in the following subsections.
Smoothing
We employed two schemes for smoothing the estimates from our various methods. The simplest one smoothed the estimates from neighboring voxels, out to a radius determined by cross-validation for each voxel. The other involved areawise smoothing. Both methods are described in §2.1, with the smoothing radius or the penalty factor γ chosen by cross-validation. In both cases, the effect of smoothing is to stabilize and regularize the initial estimates. We show the effect of smoothing on the normalized RSS scores in Figure 5 .
The smoothing has a very beneficial effect on predictive performance out of sample for OLS. Both types of smoothing performed roughly the same, hence, we only report the nearest-neighbor approach with an 2 ball (but see §4).
Patterns of Regularization
Figures 6a-6d depict the relationship between the degree of regularization imposed by our methods, and several measures of predictive accuracy. All figures show, for a common horizontal slice of the brain, how classification accuracy varies, how strongly regularized each voxel is, and how well the regression model does in and out of sample. (The accuracy plot is omitted for the elastic net to Voxels with high accuracy (6a, 6b and 6d, part A) and especially voxels with low prediction error (sub-figures D) are sparse and spatially clustered. Other voxels are by comparison noisy and more heavily regularized (sub-figures B). In this case, the predictive voxels are clustered in the occipital cortex, which is well-known to be heavily involved in visual processing (Shepherd, 1994) . Parallel results for different stimulus features (not shown) pick out similar sparse, clustered predictive regions, but only partially overlapping ones.
Discussion
Ridge and SAE
We have shown that different forms of regularization performed about equally well. Moreover, they gave similar parameter estimates, especially the SAE model of (4) and ridge regression. The marginal prior distribution of β v is an inversegamma variance mixture of normals, which can be shown to be a t-distribution, where β v ∼ t. With even a moderate number of degrees of freedom in the t, the marginal prior on β v is quite close to being Gaussian (Appendix B). figures A and D) is inversely related to the degree of regularization in every case, whether that is the smoothing radius for OLS (a), the λ penalty for ridge (b), the λ1 and λ2 penalties for the elastic net (c), or the small area model (d), where low regularization corresponds to a high variance parameter, i.e., good voxels are allowed to pick their parameters freely. (For the elastic net, good voxels have more lasso-like penalties, as they are voxels sensitive to some of the stimulus features.) Finally, see that in many cases the in-and out-of-sample errors for "good" voxels are nearly the same. Table 1 : Running times of the various procedures, using 8 Intel Xenon CPU E5-2660 0 cores (at 2.2 GHz), sharing 128GB of RAM. Gibbs sampling for the SAE model was parallelized over the cores.
Similarly, the marginal prior on u i is also a t distribution. Since β v and u A(v) are independent a priori, the prior on z v will be approximately Gaussian. Because the posterior mode under a Gaussian prior matches ridge regression, the z v estimated from (4) will be close to the ridge regression estimates.
3
On simulating from the SAE model (4), estimating the model predicts better than OLS or ridge (Appendix D). The difference between SAE and ridge, in these simulations, is quite significant, despite the approximation.
This shows that SAE would have real advantages, if the model were (nearly) correctly specified. In these experiments, however, the SAE model is evidently rather misspecified, and nearly indistinguishable from ridge regression. Due to the high dimensionality of the fMRI data, it is unclear where the misspecification occurs and what simple priors might fix this issue. We reduced the training set sample size considerably to see if the small area model would gain and advantage in a low-information setting, but the two approaches still performed similarly.
Computational costs
Given the very similar performance of the four methods, we measure the computational cost of the four methods in Table 1 . Smoothed OLS and ridge stand out as the most attractive methods, with ridge pulling ahead because of its better behaved out-of-sample residuals.
Our simple and general HB model is mis-specified, not very firmly grounded in biology, and, as Table 1 shows, computationally very costly. With considerable attention to the biology, well-specified models and priors might be crafted for specific applications, though at even greater computational expense. Due to this, we do not advocate the Bayesian approach, unless it could be combined with some way of quickly approximating posterior distributions, e.g., variational methods (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Broderick et al., 2013) or consensus MCMC (Scott, Blocker and Bonassi, 2013; Neiswanger, Wang and Xing, 2013) . Such extensions are beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusion
Our main finding is that how we regularize, whether using shrinkage and or smoothing, is much less important for prediction than regularizing somehow ( §3.3 and 3.5). All the regularization methods we considered (ridge, elastic net, the small-area HB model, and smoothed OLS) improved forward and backward predictions about equally. When we allow the degree of regularization to vary across the brain, voxels with strong signals receive little regularization, while more noisy voxels are heavily regularized (Figures 6a-6d ). We find that very similar patterns emerge from all the methods. Since the methods are similar predictively, we favor ridge and smoothed OLS on computational grounds. Ridge regression is already widely used, but smoothed OLS should be added to the fMRI toolkit.
None of our statistical methods was specifically designed for fMRI problems. In particular, none of them was informed by a deep understanding of the physics of measuring hemodynamic response, or any sort of neuropsychological model. We hope that much better predictions can be obtained through regularization methods that express neurologically relevant forms of smoothness, sparsity, and similarity, rather than just being "off the shelf" priors or penalties. We do not mean to be dogmatic about whether neurobiological constraints should be expressed as objective functions or as stochastic processes. We suspect that the penalized optimization approach will be more computationally tractable than Bayesian modeling. It is difficult to imagine a biologically sound HB model that leads to conjugate priors. If a Bayesian approach is to be taken, it must be biologically and neurologically sound and computationally efficient. Posterior approximation methods may play a crucial role here within the Bayesian paradigm, and we leave this for future exploration. Whether priors or penalties, the regularizers of the future must be neural models.
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Appendix A: Small Area model and Gibbs sampler
We define some notation, where we have a total of V voxels, T observations per voxel, F features, and A areas. Let
where y tv ∈ R, x t , z v , u a , β v ∈ R F . All vectors are column vectors, hence all dot products are x, y = x y. Alternatively,
be the area which voxel v resides in, and the V (a) the set of all voxels in area a. Then we formulate our HB model as follows:
where a, b, c, d, e, and f are known hyperparameters, and IG is the inverse gamma distribution. (See Figure 7 for the graphical model.) The full conditional distributions of all parameters are straightforward to obtain, and allow the model to be implemented using partially parallelized Gibbs sampling.
The joint distribution can be written as
Let V SV be the SVD/EVD of XX . We now derive the full conditionals from the joint distribution above. 
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Fig 8: Maximum autocorrelation plots after burn-in and thinning. We used a thinning of 10 and a burn-in of 100 resulting in 150 samples.
v I) for the regression coefficients specific to voxel v. The voxel-specific variance has an inverse gamma prior distribution, where ν 2 v ∼ IG(e, f ). As mentioned in §4.1, this implies that the marginal prior distribution of z v is a scaled t distribution, where z v /(f /e) ∼ t 2e (see Gelman et al. 2003, §3.3) . This t distribution approaches a Gaussian rather quickly as the number of degrees of freedom grows. Figure 9 shows the density obtained from 10 4 draws from the hierarchical prior when e = 3 (so that there are 6 degrees of freedom), along with the theoretical t distribution, and the approximating Gaussian. The SAE model's marginal prior distribution for regression coefficients, when the hyper-parameter e = 3. The black line shows 10 4 draws from the hierarchical prior, the blue the theoretical t distribution (with 6 degrees of freedom), and the green the matching Gaussian.
Appendix E: Theorem on SAE Smoothing
We propose a loss that combines the area-and unit-level weighted squared error loss functions, while incorporating a spatial smoothing penalty for each component. We have m areas, with n i units (or sub-areas) in the i th area. Areas are indexed by i and units by j. Each area has a parameter θ A i for each area, and each unit's parameter is θ S ij . The the Bayes estimate is denoted bŷ θ B A andθ B S at the area-and unit-level respectively. We use a weighted squared error loss, with the area-level weights being φ and the unit level weights ξ ij . Furthermore, let γ and κ be the spatial smoothing penalties at the area-and unit-levels respectively. We cluster using functions q that encode the desire for similar estimates for similar regions, both for areas (q A ) and units (q S ).
We define global estimates as θ G and δ G as θ G = (θ A , θ S ), and δ G = (δ A ,θ S ). The global loss function weight is Φ G , which is the block diagonal matrix of the Φ and Ξ. Finally, we define Ω G according to Lemma 1, which can be shown to be Ω G = Ω A 0 0 κ γ Ω S . Our proposed loss function is
+ γ i1,i2
Theorem 1. The posterior risk from the loss function (5) is minimized bŷ δ G = (Φ G + γΩ G ) −1 Φ Gθ B G . Proof. Suppose that y is the data. Minimizing
This results in (Φ
G . Recall the notation from §2.1 and noting that we are interested in areadomains, i.e., ROIs in this application, we wish to solvẽ Z = argmin It immediately follows from Theorem 1 thatZ = (I + γΩ) −1 Z, where Z can be interpreted as the vector of Bayes estimates for each voxel here. 
